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Abstract: Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is a technique used to
achieve better outcomes for some complex business-related problems, whereby
the selection of the best alternative can be made in as many cases as possible.
This paper proposes a model, the multi-criteria decision support method,
that allows both service providers and consumers to maximize their profits
while preserving the best matching process for resource allocation and task
scheduling. The increasing number of service providers with different service
provision capabilities creates an issue for consumers seeking to select the best
service provider. Each consumer seeks a service provider based on various
preferences, such as price, service quality, and time to complete the tasks.
In the literature, the problem is viewed from different perspectives, such as
investigating how to enhance task scheduling and the resource allocation
process, improve consumers’ trust, and deal with network problems. This
paper offers a novel model that considers the preferences of both service
providers and consumers to find the best available service provider for each
consumer. First, the model adopts the best-worst method (BWM) to gather
and prioritize tasks based on consumers’ and service providers’ preferences.
Then, the model calculates and matches similarities between the sets of tasks
from the consumer’s side with the sets of tasks from the provider’s side to
select the best service provider for each consumer using the two proposed
algorithms. The complexity of the two algorithms is found to be O(n3).

Keywords: Best worst method; BWM; cloud service provider; decision support
methods

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a concept based on information technology that meets the needs of users
based on their requests and needs. Consumers are supplied with completed prepared hardware and
software in a cloud environment through the use of a network in an autonomous self-serviced
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mechanism [1]. Due to cloud computing’s inherent benefits, several organizations, such as academic,
governmental, and commercial ones, have transferred their business solutions to cloud infrastructures,
in favour of making their business operations more nimble at a lower cost and with less effort [2].
Users’ growing adoption of the cloud computing paradigm has resulted in heightened benefits for
cloud consumers as well cloud service providers (CSPs). As a result of this expansion, the resource
management process has become more complicated, so that it requires more resource provisioning and
scheduling. Cloud consumers seek for service providers who can deliver high-quality services at a low
cost, since many cloud service providers adopt a pay-as-you-use strategy. Various criteria determine
the cost of these services, such as throughput, response time, size of the task, and resource cost [3].
Thus, it is important that cloud consumers have an opportunity to select the most suitable CSP from
among several alternatives. Since making the right decision when choosing a CSP is crucial to enhance
the level of reliability between consumers and providers, the marvelous innovations and growing use
of cloud computing make it necessary to have an approach to cloud service selection that is accurate
and effective [4]. Moreover, the similarities between the services offered by different service providers
increases the complexity of the selection problem. Deciding the appropriate CSP requires thoughtful
consideration due to the variety of available providers. Therefore, consumers require cloud service
selection frameworks to assist them in figuring out which service providers will work best for them.

Cloud consumers share their resources outside of the organization’s environment and become
more reliant on networks when they use cloud services. This leads consumers to encounter various
risks, such as service interruptions due to possible network disruptions and information leakage due
to malicious conduct in shared environments. Moreover, cloud service consumers are affected by a
growing number of laws and regulations that require consumers to address further requirements, like
data security [5].

Several technical and management quality-of-service (QoS) criteria must be evaluated when
choosing the best CSP, like performance and reliability. For example, to identify CSP characteristics,
technical QoS criteria, such as performance and reliability, are essential to consider. However, cloud
consumers appreciate the security and privacy attributes of services. The process of selecting the best
CSP depends on the matching of consumer needs with the available cloud service features offered by
different CSPs. Furthermore, several of these attributes, such as performance and cost, may involve
trade-offs between each other. A wide range of diverse evaluation criteria concerning cloud services
provided by several CSPs must be addressed in order to select the most appropriate CSPs that perfectly
match consumer preferences. Thus, it is evident that the problem of selecting the best service provider
is a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problem, where multiple criteria need to be weighted in
order to achieve the best solution (i.e., choice).

Optimum decisions regarding the selection, ranking, and prioritizing of various alternatives can
be achieved by adopting MCDM approaches based on the decision maker’s evaluation of pre-defined
criteria. Several studies included in the literature examine the effectiveness of MCDM approaches for
constructing task-scheduling problems, where task fea-tures represent as pre-defined criteria and tasks
represent as alternatives. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) is a type of MCDM that has been
used in cloud computing to prioritize tasks.

This paper introduces a model that considers consumer preferences (e.g., price, quality, time, etc.)
and service provider preferences (e.g., price, speed, quality, time, etc.). The model illustrates various
components where the scope in this paper is the broker architecture which mainly seeks for satisfying
consumers requirements by discovering the most suitable CSP. The BWM is applied in the presented
model to obtain and manipulate preferences in order to prioritize tasks. The prioritized tasks for
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each consumer are evaluated against all service providers in order to determine the best solution (i.e.,
the best service provider), as well as to ensure fairness in assigning the best service provider to later
consumers in subsequent iterations. To demonstrate the efficacy of the provided algorithms in the
model, the proposed model was validated on various sets of consumers, service providers, and tasks.
The model was able to effectively assign a large number of consumers with a diversity of preferences
to the best service providers. Service providers, on the other hand, were equally evaluated against each
request while maintaining their competency priority. Thus, this paper aims to evaluate the preferences
of both consumers and CSPs to come up with an optimal solution by adopting the BWM. This
research also aims to highlight and prioritize the most influential factors that affect cloud tasks. The
contribution of this research can be described as follow:

1) Acquiring the preferences of all parties, consumers and CSPs, and prioritizing criteria and
tasks.

2) Determining the similarities among all tasks and CSPs to facilitate the assigning process.
3) Assuring the utilization of all available CSPs with respect to their importance.

2 Related Work

Resource management is the broad concept that covers both resource provisioning and resource
scheduling. Consumers’ requests provide the main QoS requirements to complete both the provision-
ing and scheduling processes based on different algorithms and techniques. Mainly, a broker provides
the suitable resources based on these requirements; then, the broker send the request for scheduling
[6]. Many challenges have been identified regarding the provisioning of resources and scheduling of
tasks within a cloud environment. First, consumers and service providers have different requirements
to be met, which raises the need to implement the best technique to assure optimal performance.
Singh et al. [7] have investigated the resource scheduling algorithms and its implications for providers
and consumer profits by conducting a methodical survey and compared the scheduling algorithms
with respect to important resource scheduling criteria. Due to the increasing capabilities and speed of
computing systems, there is a need for modern computing features, such as optimal task scheduling
and enhanced security [8–10]. Several Internet of things (IoT) protocols have been investigated by
Farahmandpour et al. [11] to determine the primary technological obstacles that must be overcome
to implement services virtualization in cloud environments. An obvious solution for distributed cloud
infrastructure is proposed, while considering various features of CSPs, like scalability and on-demand
usage [12]. Liu et al. [13] addressed how conflicts of interest among cloud service stakeholders (i.e.,
consumers, providers, and operators) are a major challenge, where each individual has their own
preferences and objectives. To overcome the aforementioned challenges, different algorithms and
techniques have been proposed and discussed. The proposed algorithms can be categorized based
on various themes, such as the technique used in task allocation (e.g., optimization techniques), the
proposed algorithm’s scheduling type (e.g., static or dynamic), and the objective of the algorithm (e.g.,
energy aware or network aware).

Shyam et al. have provided the benefits of applying various optimization techniques [14]. These
techniques have been proven to enhance efficient task scheduling in cloud environments. Successfully
adopted optimization techniques include genetic algorithms (GA) [15], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [16], game theory [17], and ant colony optimization algorithms (ACO) [18]. However, there is a
persistent lack of studies that identify the influence of these techniques on workload and resources [14].
Regarding the objective of the proposed technique, the GA algorithm, for example, was proposed to
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achieve QoS based on consumer requirements within a given budget [19], while a proposed algorithm
has used the PSO algorithm for efficient energy consumption [20].

The problem of choosing a CSP is not new. One of the primary objectives for improving the
efficiency of an organization is to select the best provider, which impacts the organization’s growth
and effectiveness. Various studies have investigated this problem in order to provide possible solutions.
For example, Do Chung et al. [21] introduced a cloud service selection model based on the analytic
network process (ANP) to select the best CSP. Based on the ANP model, the authors defined several
criteria, such as provider point of view, service point of view, and support point of view, and also
each criterion contains various sub-criteria, such as service brand name and price, service availability
and performance, service scalability and security, and service level agreement. These various criteria
and sub-criteria were evaluated by 7 domain experts by entering their judgements into pairwise
comparisons in order to derive the weight for each element in the model.

A number of proposed algorithms have adopted one or more of the MCDM methods. These
algorithms have investigated the applicability of the MCDM to rank resources based on their QoS [22]
and the feasibility of prioritizing tasks based on different criteria [23,24]. Godse et al. [25] defined the
selection of a cloud service as an MCDM challenge and proposed a case study involving a sales force
automation service in order to better understand the empirical method’s importance in tackling the
problem of software as a service (SaaS) selection. The proposed framework uses several parameters
to select cloud services based on the user’s needs. According to Krishankumar et al. [26] the AHP,
the preferences ranking organization method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE), and the
technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) are the most used MCDMs
for CSP selection. The BWM was integrated with TOPSIS by Youssef [27] in order to specify the
appropriate CSP. The author evaluates several service providers based on various criteria, such as
cost, sustainability, response time, inter-operability, reliability, maintainability, scalability, usability,
and security. Moreover, in mobile cloud computing, MCDM approaches are being used to enhance
the efficiency and efficacy of job offloading [28,29].

A hybrid MCDM framework, called SELCLOUD, was introduced by Jatoth et al. [30] to select
cloud services based on the integration of extended Grey TOPSIS with AHP. Garg et al. [31] proposed
the SMICloud model to rank cloud services based on the service measurement index (SMI) cloud.
Using the AHP method, the authors obtained the weight of each criterion in the model, and they
considered the interdependence among them in order to achieve accurate results. The proposed model
includes attributes such as agility, cost, security, performance, and accountability. A combination
of AHP and the TOPSIS framework was introduced by Kumar et al. [32] for selecting the most
appropriate cloud service. Using the AHP importance scale, pairwise comparisons were made in order
to specify the importance of each cloud service over the other ones with respect to several criteria, such
as assurance, reliability, stability, auditability, accuracy, data integrity, and data privacy. Then, using
the TOPSIS method, the final prioritizing of cloud services was obtained. Alashaikh et al. presented
a framework to select the best service based on the adoption of conditional preference networks
(CP-nets) with respect to a set of criteria with complicated inter-dependencies [33]. Sun et al. [34]
proposed a cloud service selection with criteria interactions (CSSCI) model to evaluate criteria inter-
dependencies based on a fuzzy measure and Choquet integral. The authors determined the significance
weight for each criterion using pairwise comparisons to determine the degree of interaction between
each pair of criteria. Garg [35] investigated the problem of cloud deployment model selection in the
educational institute based on Fuzzy-euclidean-Taxicab distance-based approach (Fuzzy-ETDBA).
Four cloud deployment models have been evaluated with respect to 17 criteria using Fuzzy-ETDBA.
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The author addressed that the presented study can be enhanced by identifying more decision criteria
and implementing advanced fuzzy sets.

In general, the work is based on extraction of the relationships between several entities. The recent
work for extraction of knowledge from the relationships of entities has been representation to shift the
focus from supervised learning to active learning [36,37] to save the requirement of substantial amount
of training data and time. The authors in [36] have presented a lexicalized dependency paths (LDPs)
between entities in a dependency tree for fast, efficient and transparent representation of relationships
between entities. The method used entity types and subtypes to counter the effect of data sparsity. In
[37] they have proposed a new representation that combined LDPs with an active learner for LDPs.

Most of the abovementioned methods are associated with several drawbacks; for example, in
[33] the CP-nets was successfully adopted to choose the best CSP regarding a group of attributes
with complex inter-dependencies; however, while CP-nets is a compact model, its application on
the cloud is still being researched. The task of determining which solution dominates the other
ceteris paribus is computationally challenging [38] and, thus, only the weaker version of dominance is
computationally attractive. The TOPSIS and PROMETHEE techniques, on the other hand, also offer
several disadvantages. One of the issues associated with these techniques is that they can result in a
situation known as rank reversal, which might occur when an alternative is added or eliminated from
the alternatives list, as the order of priorities of the alternatives changes. This might result in what is
known as total rank reversal, where the order of priorities is completely reversed [39].

Thus, each optimization technique has a suitable situation that can be used in task scheduling.
Table 1 compares and contrasts the various algorithms, such as GA, ACO, first come first Service
(FCFS), short job first scheduling (SJF), and BWM on the basis of how tasks are ranked and when
they should be adopted.

Table 1: Comparison of various algorithms on the basis of how tasks are ranked and when they should
be adapted [40]

Algorithms Priority of tasks Significance of the methods

GA [15] The chromosome form has the benefit
of maintaining on their allocated nodes
the order in which tasks are to be
performed.

In a wide solution search space, this is a
workable alternative, but it takes longer
to run than other techniques.

ACO [18] Tasks are ordered in either ascending
or descending order, then, depending
on the ants iteration, the virtual
machine is selected for the next task.
The number of solutions is equal to the
ants number after each iteration.

In soft real time systems, it is the best
choice for task scheduling.

SJF Based on the lengths of the tasks,
priorities are assigned to tasks, starting
with the smallest and progressing to the
largest.

It is appropriate when the longer tasks
are less important than the smaller
tasks.

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Algorithms Priority of tasks Significance of the methods

FCFS The tasks are ordered in the task list
depending on their arrival time.

When the solution search space is
small, this technique is suitable.

BWM Prioritization is determined by the
relative importance of the tasks.

When the emphasis is on the weight of
the tasks, this is an appropriate choice.

LDPs [36,37] Representation of relationship between
entities to extract knowledge using
dependency trees.

The focus is shifted from supervised
learning to active learning to save the
requirement of substantial amount of
training data and time.

Proposed
method

Prioritization is determined by the
relative cost of the tasks.

The method is more general to
represent the relationship between
entity types to allow it to apply is
multiple domains due to the
deterministic algorithms.

3 Framework

The first component in our proposed framework is the task repository. This repository should
contains all available tasks (i.e., tasks that can be accomplished by one or more service providers). The
goal in creating the list of tasks is to enable consumers to specify the required tasks for later ranking.
Furthermore, service providers can access the repository and add, remove, change, or update the pool
of tasks.

Regardless of the available service providers, consumers are asked to provide their preferences
based on a predefined set of criteria, such as price, quality, and completion time. The evaluation
process compares all criteria in order to develop weighted and ranked criteria for each consumer;
then, prioritized tasks are determined later in the process.

Similarly, service providers evaluate sets of criteria that ultimately increase service provider’ ben-
efits. Each service provider seeks benefits with different priorities, such as building trust, establishing
reputation, increasing profit, and so on. Furthermore, each service provider provides services with
different capabilities, such as accountability, agility, cost, and performance. The service provider is
asked to evaluate all specified criteria in order for the model to rank the criteria and reflect the results
on the tasks accordingly.

Having a pool of available service providers with associated resources allows the model to enrich
the evaluation of the service providers for each resource by evaluating the historical data. The cloud
service-level agreement (SLA) contains a list of minimum criteria, such as availability and reliability,
that service providers agree to provide. However, it has been found that not all service providers strictly
adhere to the SLA; therefore, evaluating the services and resources based on historical data can make
the model more efficient. However, for new services and resources, the model can only rank available
tasks based on providers’ preferences.

The successful application of MCDM methods has facilitated the representation of the problem
of evaluating criteria and prioritize tasks as a hierarchical problem that can be mathematically dealt
with using various inputs from decision makers (i.e., consumers and service providers). The model
should take all tasks and calculate the weight of each criterion based on all provided evaluations. To
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enhance the performance of the proposed model, we propose the adoption of the BWM, as we explain
in the next section.

The ultimate results of executing the BWM steps are two sets of prioritized tasks along with a
subset of prioritized tasks for each consumer and each service provider. When there is a small number
of tasks or service providers, the matching process can be easy, and the assignment of each available
task to the best corresponding provider occurs. When a large number of tasks and/or service providers
is available, we offer a matching process that ensures the best results for task allocation among all
service providers.

The final component of the model is the matcher that connects each consumer to a service
provider. Two main issues arise when designing an algorithm for the matching problem. First, the
algorithm should distribute the set of consumers’ tasks among the set of service providers in a way
that maximizes profits for both parties. Second, this algorithm should somehow ensure a balanced
distribution of tasks among all service providers. Suppose that a service provider (SP), named SP1,
provides a high speed of service with a low cost, while another service provider, named SP2, provides
a medium speed of service with a low cost. Also, suppose ten consumers (Cs) look for quick service
and a low price at the same time. If the proposed algorithm assigned all ten consumers’ tasks to SP1,
perhaps the last consumer’s tasks on the queue will take a longer time than if two-thirds of consumers
were assigned to SP1 and one-third to SP2. Assigning all ten consumers to SP1 also creates an issue
in terms of not utilizing the resources of SP2, thus minimizing SP2’s profits. In Section 5, we explain
our algorithm that represents how the matching process should occur. The proposed model and its
components are shown in Fig. 1.

4 BWM for Weighting Criteria and Prioritizing Tasks

The BWM is a MCDM approach that numerous leaders approve of for organizing choice issues
and making ideal decisions dependent on light pairwise examinations among various options [41]. The
BWM provides reliable results and overcomes the consistency and time-utilization issues that are the
drawbacks of most popular MCDM methods, such as the AHP. The BWM simply compares the best
criterion to all other criteria, as well as comparing the worst criterion to all other criteria.

The best and worst criteria are identified by decision makers to help them identify the most
important and least important factors that the evaluation process must consider.

The steps (1 to 7) illustrate the evaluation of cloud criteria and tasks in order to calculate the
optimal weight of each criteria. Steps 8 and 9 deal with calculating the similarities between the two Cs
and SPs in order to find the best match with respect to the priority, as explained in Section 5.

1) The decision maker selects the most important criterion (CB) for the cloud task.
2) The decision maker selects the least important criterion (CW) for the cloud task.
3) The decision maker determines the preference of CB over all other criteria

(Best-to-Others), which results the following vector:

Best-to-Others = [PCB1, PCB2, PCB3, PCBn]; where PCBj indicates the preference of CB over Cj.

4) The decision maker determines the preference of all criteria over CW (Others-to-Worst), which
results in the following vector:

Others-to-Worst = [PC1W, PC2W, PC3W, PCnW]; where PCjW indicates the preference of Cj over
CW.
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5) For each decision maker’s evaluation, calculate the optimal weight of all Criteria (WC1, WC2,
. . . WCn) including WCB and WCW.

6) Aggregate optimal weights from all decision makers and calculate the average weights.
7) Prioritize all criteria based on the resulting average weights.
8) Calculate the similarities between all Cs’ preferences and SPs’ preferences.
9) With respect to priority, find the best match between each C’s task and each SP’s task based

on the similarity index.

Figure 1: Framework for selecting the best cloud service provider

Before the start of the evaluation process, the set of criteria should be presented to the decision-
makers. Various cloud criteria influence the ranking and optimization process. Substantial work has
been done to identify and provide a measurement of the CSPs. Cloud Services Measurement Initiative
Consortium (CSMIC) has proposed a hierarchical standard measurement framework (SMI) to solve
the problem of measuring cloud-based service [42]. The framework divides the measurement space
into seven categories: namely, financial, Agility, Assurance, Accountability, Security and Privacy,
Usability, and Performance. Each category contains three or more criteria/attributes. For example,
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Performance is further refined by four criteria: namely, accuracy, functionality, interoperability, and
service response time.

Step 1 presents several criteria/attributes to the decision-makers to start the evaluation process.
It is important to mention that there is a trade-off between presenting some or all criteria to the
decision-making. More number of criteria will increase the computational complexity of the process
for prioritizing the criteria whereas presenting a small number of criteria can influence the quality of
prioritization. Selecting the best criteria to present to the decision-maker can be affected by various
factors such as domain-based services. Therefore, our framework delegates the selection of cloud
criteria/attributes to the application phase. In steps 2 and 3, the most significant as well as the least
important task-based criterion will be determined by the consumer. For example, if the consumer is
primarily concerned with the service re-sponse time, this would be the best criterion. If the consumer
is unconcerned about the on-going cost of the service, this would be the worst criterion. In step 3, the
decision-maker will prefer the best criterion over all other criteria. In our example, the preference to the
service response time is given over all other criteria by the consumer which results in the Best-to-Others
vector [PCB1, PCB2, PCB3, PCBn]. In step 4, the preference to all criteria is given over the worst criteria. In
our example, the on-going cost which results in the Other-to-Worst vector [PC1W, PC2W, PC3W, PCnW].
To execute steps 5 to 7, the following equations, from [41,43], are used that are introduced into the
problem of selecting a CSP in order to weigh all criteria based on a decision maker’s preferences.

To determine the optimal weight (WC1, WC2, . . . WCn) of all C1, C2, . . . Cn, the maximum

absolute differences

∣∣∣∣WCB
WCn

− aCBn

∣∣∣∣ and

∣∣∣∣ WCn
WCw

− aCnw

∣∣∣∣ for all n are minimized. Thus, the following

minmax model obtains an optimized solution with unique weights by extracting the maximum among
the absolute difference values which must be minimized.

minmax n
{∣∣∣∣WCB

WCn
− aCBn

∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣ WCn
WCw

− aCnw

∣∣∣∣
}

(1)

where aCBn is the preference of CB over Cn, and aCnw is the preference of Cn over CW. Such that:∑
n
WCn = 1

WCn ≥ 0 for all n

A complete step-by-step guideline on how to adopt the BWM for structuring task-scheduling
problems, accommodating consumer preferences, and prioritizing tasks in the cloud can be found in
[24]. The authors of [44] have proposed a model based on BWM method to accomplish prioritization
of many significant barriers using big data analytic framework for smart cities.

The decision maker, in the BWM, provides only 2n − 3 pairwise comparisons, which is signif-
icantly less than the AHP, for instance, where decision makers need to provide n(n − 1)/2 pairwise
comparisons. Assume that we have 18 criteria that the service providers want to weight; for example,
reputation of organization, increasing profit, utilizing resources, etc. Adopting the BWM, each service
provider provides 33 pairwise comparisons to facilitate the process of calculating the weight of all
18 criteria. When the AHP is adopted instead, the service provider will be required to provide 153
pairwise comparisons to weight the 18 criteria. When compared to AHP and ANP, BWM produces
more consistent results and requires fewer pairwise comparisons, making it better suited to situations
involving a large number of criteria [45,46]. Table 2 shows the detailed structures of both AHP
and BWM.
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Table 2: Detailed structure of AHP and BWM methods [47]

Characteristics AHP BWM

Definition AHP allows decision makers to
structure complex problems into a
hierarchy, to facilitate the selection
of the best alternative with respect
to various criteria

The BWM provides reliable results and
overcomes the consistency and
time-utilization issues that are the
drawbacks of most popular MCDM
methods, such as the AHP. The BWM
simply compares the best criterion to
all other criteria, as well as comparing
the worst criterion to all other criteria

Core process Making a hierarchical structure and
matrices for pairwise comparisons

Determining the best and worst
criteria, as well as creating pairwise
comparison matrices based on both.

The proposed model adopts the BWM for the aforementioned advantages. All steps to weight
tasks are depicted in Fig. 2. There are two main runs for the BWM process, one for weighting the tasks
based on consumers’ preferences and the other for weighting the tasks based on providers’ preferences.

Figure 2: The BWM steps for prioritizing cloud tasks
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The model proposes to calculate a set of weighted tasks for all consumers and providers and
subsets of weighted criteria for each consumer and provider. The reason for providing one pool of
criteria is to enhance the performance of the model in case there is a small number of consumers,
tasks, or providers.

5 Matching Technique for Linking Consumer with the Best Service Provider

In this section, we describe, in detail, the two algorithms suggested for matching each consumer’s
task priorities to each service providers’ task priority. The overall procedure of the two algorithms is to
1) calculate the similarities between consumers’ preferences and CSPs’ preferences, and 2) match the
tasks to the best available CSP by considering the preferences of both parties. The output of Algorithm
1 (the similarity table) is passed to Algorithm 2, which, in turn, searches for the best match for each
task. Initially, suppose we have two sets. The consumer set, which is denoted as C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . ,
cn}, and the service provider set denoted as SP = {sp1, sp2, sp3, . . . , spm}. Each SP provides a set of
priority tasks (e.g., quality, capacity, price, etc.), based on their perspective, where sp1 = {t1, t2, t3, . . . ,
tk}. Therefore, a two-dimensional matrix is presented as PT-SP = {sp1 = {t1, t2, . . . , tk}, sp2 = {t2, t1, . . . ,
tk}, . . . , spm = {tk, t2, . . . , t1}}, where the task is the most important, as explained in Table 3. Similarly,
each consumer in C has a preferable set of tasks as well, where c1 = {t1, t2, t3, . . . , tk}. As illustrated in
Algorithms 1, two main parameters were passed, which are the consumer priority tasks array (CParray

[ ]), and the service providers’ priority tasks array (PT-SParray[ ][ ]). After passing the two parameters,
the find_C_Matches func-tion traverses (CParray[ ]) and compares it to each (PT-SParray[ ][ ]) to return the
number of matched tasks between each consumer and each service provider (see Algorithms 1: Step
9). Note that we assume a large number of consumers applied at different times and can be assigned
to different SPs as their priorities changed, so we pass each individual C# in a one-dimensional array.
As depicted in Fig. 3, the function returns a consumer ID with service provider ID and the number of
matches between them. The output of Algorithm 1 is passed to Algorithm 2 (see step 5), which returns
the number of matches between the new C priority and each (PT-SParray[ ][ ]). The primary advantage
of this approach is fairly matching new consumers (C) with the best service provider (SP). Also, if we
have more than one best match SP, then we assign the first one to the consumer and the rest of them
will be given high priority for future consumers’ matches.

Table 3: PT-SP: Task priority of each service provider

PT-SP1 PT-SP2 PT-SP3 . . . PT-SPm

t1 t2 tk . . . t3

t2 t1 . . . t2

t3 t1 t2 . . . t1

. . .

tk tk t3 . . . tk
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Figure 3: Matches between consumers and providers’ prioritized tasks

Algorithm 1: The similarities table Between Consumers and Service Providers
Input: Priority tasks, PT-C[ ][ ] & PT-SP[ ][ ]

Output: Matching Table, MT-CSP[ ][ ]
1: for Each (i = 1: n) do
2: for Each (j = 1: m) do
3: MT-CSP [i][j] ← 0
4: for Each (k = 1: t) do
5: if (PT-C[k][i] == PT-SP [k][j]) then
6: MT-CSP [i][j] + +
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
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Algorithm 2: Matching Process Between Consumers and Service Providers
Input: Matching Table, MT-CSP[ ][ ]
Output: C to SP assignment, C-SP[ ] & updated Priority List L

1: for Each (c = 1: n) do
2: hMatchValue ← MT-CSP [c][0]
3: for Each (sp = 1: m) do
4: if MT-CSP [c][sp] > hMatchValue then
5: hMatchValue ← MT-CSP [c][sp]
6: end if
7: end for
8: j ← 0
9: for Each (sp = 1: m) do
10: if MT-CSP [c][sp] == hMatchValue then
11: j + +
12: end if
13: end for
14: Create array SP [ ] of size j
15: k ← 0
16: for Each (sp = 1: m) do
17: if MT-CSP [c][sp] == hMatchValue then
18: SP [k + +] ← MT-CSP [c][sp]
19: end if
20: end for
21: if hMatchValue == 0 then
22: if L is empty then
23: C-SP [c] ← null
24: else
25: C-SP [c] ← L.front
26: end if
27: break
28: end if
29: priorityCheck ← true
30: if L is not empty && c > 1 then
31: for Each (l = 1: L.size) do
32: for Each (s = 1: j) do
33: if L.get(l) == SP [s] then
34: C-SP [c] ← L.get(l)
35: priorityCheck ← false
36: if k > 1 then
37: L.remove(l)
38: end if
39: break step 31 for loop
40: end if
41: end for

(Continued)
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Algorithm 2: Continued
42: end for
43: else
44: C-SP [c] ← SP [0]
45: end if
46: if priorityCheck == true then
47: C-SP [c] ← SP [0]
48: end if
49: for Each (s = 1: j) do
50: if C-SP [c]! = SP [s] then
51: L.add (SP [s])
52: end if
53: end for
54:end for

5.1 Analysis of Algorithm 1

The three for loops, in Algorithm 1 are used to find the number of matches between a new
consumer C# and all of the PT-SP. A number of iterations of for loop in step 1 are carried out n times,
where n is the number of tasks that are prioritized by the C#. Each iteration brings a new task specified
by the consumer and compares it with the tasks order for each service provider. A number of iterations
of for loop in step 2 are carried out m times, where m is the number of service providers (SPs). Similarly,
a number of iterations of for loop in step 4 are carried out t times, where t is the number of tasks. The
condition of if structure in step 5 is evaluated n × m × t times. Now, the individual operations in various
steps of the Algorithm 1 will contribute to the overall time complexity of the algorithm as described
below:

1) All operations inside the body of step 1 for loop will be computed (n) times.
2) All operations inside the body of step 2 for loop will be computed (n × m) times.
3) All operations inside the body of step 4 for loop will be computed (n × m × t) times.
4) The increment operation in step 6 takes (n × m × t) times in the worst case. Therefore, the

overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 in the worst case is O(n × m × t).

5.2 Time Complexity Measurement of Algorithm 1

In the Algorithm 1, the computational work is performed inside three for loops, where the first
for loop nests inside the second one and the second one nests inside the third one.

Now, the individual operations in various steps of the Algorithm 1 will contribute to its overall
time complexity, as described below:

1) The loop variable initialization takes 1 operation, the test condition in for loop of step 1 is
evaluated n times as true for its successful iterations and 1 more time when it is evaluated to be
false for termination of the loop. So, operations inside the body of this loop will be computed n
times. The increment of loop variable takes 2 operations. Therefore, the number of operations
in step 1 is 3n + 2.

2) Step 2 for loop is nested inside step 1 for loop. So, all operations inside the body of this loop
will be computed n × m times. The number of operations in step 2 is 3 nm + 2n.
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3) The operation, MT-CSP[i][j] ← 0 in step 3 will need 1 operation and will be repeated n × m
times. Therefore, the number of operations in step 3 is nm.

4) The step 4 for loop is nested inside the step 2 for loop. So, all operations inside the body of this
loop will be computed n × m × t times. The number of operations in step 4 is 3 nmt + 2 nm.

5) The condition inside the if structure in step 5 requires 1 operation, and it is evaluated n × m × t
times. Therefore, the number of operations in step 5 is nmt.

6) The operation MT-CSP[i][j] + + in step 6 will be performed not more than nmt times.
Therefore, the overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is: = (3n + 2) + (3 nm + 2n) + nm +
(3 nmt + 2 nm) + nmt + nmt = 5 nmt + 6 nm + 5n + 2. Hence, by ignoring the lower order terms
and the coefficient of the highest order term, we get the worst case time complexity of the
Algorithm 1 as O(n × m × t) � O(n3).

5.3 Analysis of Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 has been developed to overcome two problems. The first challenge is to assign
the most suitable SP to the new C request. Secondly, there is the problem of guaranteeing honest
competition between the different service providers. The suggested procedural instructions to solve
the first problem involve requesting that new consumers set their task priorities. The 2D array, MT-
CSP[ ][ ] is taken as input. For every matched task between the consumer and a service provider, the
matched variable is incremented by one. Once we get the number of matches between the C and all
SPs, we sort them in descending order and copy them in 1D array SP[ ], where the highest match is
at the beginning of the array. In case there is more than one best match, then the first best match is
assigned to the C and the rest of them are inserted into a queue. There are many scenarios taken under
consideration before assigning the best match to the C, which include:

1) If there is no best match in the queue, then the best match given by 1D array SP[ ] is assigned
to C.

2) If there is no best match in the queue, and 1D array SP[ ] is empty, then the first SP in the
queue is assigned to C.

3) If there is a best match in the queue, and 1D array SP[ ] returns a best match as well, then we
compare the two matches, and we choose the highest match between them.
a) If the highest match is in the queue, then assign the SP in the queue to the C, remove the

SP from the queue, and add the new SPs returned in the 1D array SP[ ] to the queue for
later comparison, as depicted in Fig. 4.

b) If the SP returned by 1D array SP[] was higher, then we assign it to the C.

In Algorithm 2, we use a one-dimensional array to hold all possible matches for the new C# called
SP[], a queue called L to preserve the previously prioritised SPs, and a Boolean variable priorityCheck
to determine if the queue is empty or has no matched SPs. Next, copying only the matched SPs into
SP[] in descending order, we see the best match at the first index of the array.

The if condition in the step 30 is applied to check the L. If L is not empty, then we check all the
items in the L to see if there is a SP that has a greater or equal number of matches to that SP. If so,
then we assign the SP found in the L to the C#, remove it from the L, add the highest matches SPs in
SP[] to the L, clear SP[], and, finally, set priorityCheck to false (see steps 29–35).

If L is empty, then priorityCheck remains true. Thus, the second if condition block will be executed
as shown in steps 46–47. Therefore, the returned best match stored in SP[ ] is assigned to C#. The SP
in SP[] will be removed, and we add the rest of the highest matches in SP[] to L.
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Generally, the worst-case time complexity for Algorithm 2 is O(n3), where the cubic function is
given from step 1–49 and 31–39.

Figure 4: The assigning of service provider for each consumer

5.4 Illustrative Examples of the Algorithms

Suppose there are four consumers (C1, C2, C3, and C4), four service providers (SP1, SP2, SP3,
SP4), and six tasks. The proposed Algorithm 1 will run as illustrated in Fig. 3 to find the matches
between each consumer’s prioritized tasks (PT-C) and each service provider’s prioritized tasks (PT-
SP). For example, there are four matches between the two sets of PT-C1 and PT-SP1, while there is
only one match between the two sets of PT-C1 and PT-SP2, and so on.

Simply put, a SP will be selected for each consumer based on the highest match between the task
priorities of the two. When more than one SP has similar highest matches, the non-selected SPs are
added to a priority queue to reserve their place for subsequent selections. Fig. 4 shows the selected SP
for each C and the priority queue content after each selection. For C1, both SP1 and SP4 have higher
matches; therefore, SP1 is selected and SP4 is added to the priority queue. Similarly, both SP2 and SP3
have higher matches for C2; therefore, SP2 is selected and SP3 is added to the priority queue. For C3,
both SP1 and SP3 have higher matches, so SP3 is selected because it has precedence as the priority
queue indicates. Note that SP1 is added to the queue. We allow multiple occurrences of a certain SP.
For example, if a SP is not selected three times although it had a similar higher match as other SPs,
the SP must be added three times to the priority queue. For the last run of algorithm 2, both SP1 and
SP4 compete for C4; therefore, SP4 is selected and SP1 is added to the priority queue.
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Any selected SP from the priority queue must be removed, and the queue should be updated by
removing the SP. Finally, if two SPs have higher matches for a certain C and both SPs are in the priority
queue, the first-in first-out (FIFO) algorithm is adopted.

5.5 Time Complexity Measurement of Algorithm 1

In the Algorithm 2, the for loops and if structures will contribute time complexities similar to the
case of Algorithm 1. In the Algorithm 2, the major computational works are performed inside three
for loops, where the first for loop (for each Cs) nests inside the second one (for each SPs in L) and the
second one nests inside the third one (for each SPs in SP[ ]).

Now, the individual operations in various steps of the Algorithm 2 will contribute to its overall
time complexity similar to the case of Algorithm 1. Therefore, the worst case time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(n3).

6 Experimental Results and Discussions

To validate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, we have implemented the
algorithms and verified that they work on a number of occasions. On every occasion, the algorithms
were found to be correct. In this section, we describe the experimental setup, the data set, and the
results obtained.

6.1 Experimental Environment

The two algorithms, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, were designed to support the research. They
have been implemented in Java due to Java language’s elegance and efficiency, apart from its well-
known platform independence feature. For developing the code and testing its correctness, IntelliJ
IDEA Community Edition 2019.2.3 x64 was used on a PC with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
4600U CPU @ 2.10 GHz 2.70 GHz, installed RAM 8.00 GB, Windows 10 64-bit operating system,
and x64-based processor.

6.2 Dataset

The data sets for the research were randomly created with four different cases, as shown in Table 4.
The data sets were created so that they are realistic-looking in every aspect as far as the experimental
study is concerned.

Table 4: Cases of dataset

Cases Number of tasks Number of customers Number of SPs

Case I 8 10 20
Case II 10 10 20
Case III 10 50 25
Case IV 15 100 30

6.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, the first working of the algorithms, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is illustrated.
The two algorithms are deterministic and sequential in nature, and they were found to be correct on
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all occasions. We have shown the results of the first two data sets in the manuscript. The results show
that the proposed model is correct and effective.

Moreover, we have described the working of the algorithms for the case I data set as supported by
the implemented program. At the end of the section, another sample’s results have been tabulated for
the case II data set.

Algorithm 1 takes as input the two matrices illustrated in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 represents the
matrix for each consumer’s prioritized tasks and Table 6 represents each service provider’s prioritized
tasks. The Algorithm 1 gives as output the number of matching tasks between each pair of a consumer
and a service provider, which is represented in a matrix form, as depicted in Table 7 and also illustrated
in the bar chart shown in Fig. 5. The actual assignment of a service provider to each consumer has
been illustrated in Fig. 6.

Table 5: Customers’ prioritized tasks

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

T1 T2 T1 T3 T5 T8 T5 T6 T7 T4
T2 T1 T7 T2 T4 T5 T1 T5 T5 T1
T3 T3 T8 T4 T1 T2 T7 T2 T8 T5
T4 T4 T6 T7 T3 T1 T4 T7 T2 T8
T5 T5 T5 T1 T8 T3 T6 T1 T4 T3
T6 T8 T3 T5 T6 T6 T8 T8 T6 T2
T8 T6 T4 T6 T7 T4 T3 T3 T1 T7
T7 T7 T2 T8 T2 T7 T2 T4 T3 T6

Table 6: Service providers’ prioritized tasks

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14 SP15 SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP20

T1 T1 T1 T2 T8 T3 T4 T7 T5 T3 T6 T3 T4 T7 T6 T8 T6 T4 T7 T2
T2 T7 T2 T4 T3 T8 T6 T2 T6 T8 T1 T7 T1 T3 T3 T1 T4 T3 T5 T4
T4 T8 T4 T1 T1 T1 T1 T5 T2 T2 T4 T2 T7 T1 T8 T5 T5 T5 T8 T3
T3 T5 T5 T8 T7 T4 T3 T8 T4 T6 T7 T8 T2 T5 T1 T7 T2 T1 T3 T8
T5 T6 T6 T5 T5 T6 T2 T1 T1 T4 T3 T1 T8 T8 T5 T3 T1 T8 T2 T1
T8 T4 T7 T6 T4 T5 T7 T4 T8 T1 T5 T4 T5 T2 T2 T2 T3 T2 T1 T7
T7 T3 T8 T3 T2 T2 T5 T3 T3 T7 T8 T6 T3 T6 T4 T4 T7 T7 T6 T6
T6 T2 T3 T7 T6 T7 T8 T6 T7 T5 T2 T5 T6 T4 T7 T6 T8 T6 T4 T5

Table 7: C to SP matching table for dataset #1

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14 SP15 SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP20

C1 3 1 3 3 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
C2 2 0 0 3 1 2 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 3
C3 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 1 0
C4 2 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 2
C5 2 1 0 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 1 1

(Continued)
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Table 7: Continued
SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14 SP15 SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP20

C6 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 3 3 0 1 1 0
C7 1 3 1 1 0 2 0 1 4 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
C8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 1
C9 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 3 0
C10 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 2 1 3 1 1 5 2 5 0 1

Figure 5: The suggesting service provider for each consumer for dataset #1

Figure 6: Assigning the best service provider for each consumer for dataset #1

Algorithm 2 takes as input the output matrix given by the Algorithm 1 that is shown in Table 7.
Finally, the Algorithm 2 gives the assigned service provider for each consumer, as depicted in Table 8.
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Table 8: Assigned best SP for each customer with priority list for dataset #1

Customer Assigned SP Priority list

C1 SP1 SP3, SP4
C2 SP4 SP3, SP9, SP20
C3 SP2 SP3, SP9, SP20
C4 SP11 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12
C5 SP4 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12
C6 SP15 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12, SP16
C7 SP9 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12, SP16
C8 SP9 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12, SP16
C9 SP19 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12, SP16
C10 SP16 SP3, SP9, SP20, SP12, SP18

Now, we present the results of the case II data set. Algorithm 1 takes as input the two matrices
illustrated in Tables 9 and 10. Table 9 represents the matrix for each customer’s prioritized tasks, and
Table 10 represents each service provider’s prioritized tasks. Algorithm 1 gives as output the number of
matching tasks between each pair of a customer and a service provider, which is represented in matrix
form as depicted in Table 11 and also illustrated in the bar chart shown in Fig. 7.

Table 9: Customers’ prioritized tasks (sample 2)

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

T1 T1 T9 T1 T4 T7 T3 T7 T3 T10
T3 T2 T4 T6 T1 T9 T8 T8 T2 T4
T2 T5 T5 T10 T10 T4 T1 T2 T5 T1
T10 T9 T6 T9 T3 T3 T9 T3 T9 T8
T8 T3 T2 T5 T2 T2 T5 T1 T7 T3
T7 T4 T3 T2 T7 T8 T4 T6 T6 T6
T6 T7 T8 T4 T9 T10 T7 T4 T4 T9
T5 T6 T10 T6 T8 T1 T2 T5 T10 T5
T4 T10 T7 T7 T6 T6 T6 T9 T1 T2
T9 T8 T1 T5 T5 T5 T10 T10 T8 T7

The output of Algorithm 1 is a matrix presenting the number of tasks matching for every pair of a
customer and a service provider, which is depicted in Table 11. This matrix is given to Algorithm 2 as
input. The actual assignment of a service provider to each customer has been illustrated in the Fig. 8
and Table 12.
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Table 10: Service providers’ prioritized tasks (sample 2)

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14 SP15 SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP20
T1 T1 T10 T2 T8 T3 T4 T7 T5 T3 T6 T3 T4 T7 T6 T8 T10 T9 T10 T2
T2 T7 T2 T10 T3 T8 T6 T2 T6 T8 T1 T7 T10 T9 T3 T1 T4 T3 T5 T4
T4 T9 T4 T1 T10 T1 T1 T5 T2 T2 T4 T2 T7 T1 T10 T9 T5 T5 T8 T3
T3 T5 T5 T9 T7 T4 T3 T8 T4 T6 T7 T9 T2 T5 T1 T7 T2 T4 T3 T9
T5 T6 T6 T5 T5 T6 T2 T1 T10 T10 T3 T1 T8 T10 T5 T3 T1 T8 T2 T1
T8 T10 T9 T6 T9 T5 T7 T4 T8 T1 T5 T4 T5 T2 T2 T2 T3 T2 T1 T7
T7 T3 T8 T3 T2 T2 T5 T3 T3 T7 T8 T6 T3 T6 T9 T4 T7 T7 T6 T6
T6 T2 T3 T7 T6 T7 T9 T6 T7 T5 T10 T5 T6 T4 T7 T6 T8 T6 T4 T5
T9 T8 T7 T8 T4 T10 T10 T9 T9 T9 T2 T10 T1 T3 T4 T10 T9 T10 T7 T10
T10 T4 T1 T4 T1 T9 T8 T10 T1 T4 T9 T8 T9 T8 T8 T5 T6 T1 T9 T8

Figure 7: The suggesting service provider for each consumer for data set #2

Table 11: Matching table (sample 2)

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5 SP6 SP7 SP8 SP9 SP10 SP11 SP12 SP13 SP14 SP15 SP16 SP17 SP18 SP19 SP20

C1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 0 0 2 2 3
C2 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 0 1 1 4 1 1 1 3 2 4 0 3
C3 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 2 1
C4 3 1 1 2 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 4 0 2 1 1
C5 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 0 2 1
C6 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0
C7 3 1 0 3 1 3 1 2 0 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
C8 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 2 4 0 3 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2
C9 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2
C10 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 2
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Figure 8: Assigning the best service provider for each consumer for data set #2

Table 12: Assigned best SP for each customer with priority list for dataset #2

Customer Assigned SP Priority list

C1 SP12 SP20
C2 SP1 SP20, SP8, SP12, SP18
C3 SP18 SP20, SP8, SP12, SP3, SP17
C4 SP16 SP20, SP8, SP12, SP3, SP17
C5 SP7 SP20, SP8, SP12, SP3, SP17
C6 SP1 SP20, SP8, SP12, SP3, SP17
C7 SP12 SP20, SP8, SP3, SP17, SP1, SP4, SP6, SP10
C8 SP8 SP20, SP3, SP17, SP1, SP4, SP6, SP10, SP10
C9 SP12 SP20, SP3, SP17, SP1, SP4, SP6, SP10, SP10
C10 SP20 SP3, SP17, SP1, SP4, SP6, SP10, SP10, SP4, SP11, SP17

Therefore, from the two sample outputs of the algorithms, it is evident that the algorithms are
correct and able to effectively assign the best SP for each C, giving preference to a SP if it is in the
priority list with the same matching value.

7 Conclusion

As cloud services become increasingly dominant and important to consumers who seek quality
services while minimizing expense. The increasing number of CSPs and the variety of services and
tasks that providers offer consumers creates a problem in terms of choosing the best service provider
for consumers’ preferred tasks. The paper provides a model to consider consumers’ preferences (price,
quality, time, etc.) and service providers’ preferences (price, speed, quality, etc.), adopting the BWM
to acquire and manipulate the preferences to prioritize tasks. The prioritized tasks for each consumer
are evaluated against all service providers to find the optimal solution (i.e., best service provider) while
ensuring fairness in terms of assigning the best service provider in subsequent iterations of assigning
service providers to later consumers.

The main importance of conducting the experiments is to provide a proof that the proposed
model can accommodate preferences of various customers and service providers and match their
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preferences effectively and efficiently. Further, various experiments were conducted to cover various
cases where customers’ and service providers’ preferences varies in each case. Therefore, the proposed
model was tested on different sets of consumers and service providers (along with their tasks) to show
the effectiveness of the two proposed algorithms in the model.

Results show that the model is able to effectively assign a high number of consumers with a variety
of preferences to the best service providers. On the other hand, service providers were fairly evaluated
against each request, preserving their precedence in terms of competence.

The model works effectively with the random set of data. It is based on two deterministic
algorithms. The correctness of the algorithms has been verified. Therefore, the model will perform
its task on real data as well, while also providing indepth definitions of all criteria that influence the
selection of a service provider.

In the future, the model can be employed to acquire historical data and a set of consumers’
evaluation criteria for selecting of the best service provider for each customer. This can overcome
a limitation of the proposed model which does not automatically extract useful knowledge about
priorities for the service providers from the historical data. The proposed model can also be extended
to a mechanism that will allow for the evaluation and prioritizing of tasks for service providers,
which will be achieved by automating the process of creating the priorities of each service provider
based on the extracted knowledge from the historical data. Moreover, the proposed method can be
generalized to represent the relationship between several entity types for extraction of knowledge out
of the relationships between those entity types.
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